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Application: Lite-Puter Lighting Control System 

The First Luxury Hot Spring Resort of Banyan Tree 

Chongqing Banyan Tree is located in metropolis, Chongqing, in which hot spring city under the 

Jinyun Mountain, surrounded by rolling hills and winding stream. Due to traditional Asian Hospitality, 

the resort offers comfortable commendation experience, hot spring SPA and excellent facilities, 

which is the first luxury hot spring resort of Banyan Tree. There are 107 suites of rooms and villas in 

the resort; each room has its private hot spring pool and some of villas are equipped with private 

swimming pool. 

 

Perfect Combination of 

Bayu Culture Feature and Element of Tradition and Modern 

Design focus of the resort is on the aesthetic standard of Sichuan and Chongqing area with 

feature of Bayu (Sichuan and Chongqing area) culture. All kinds of design element from traditional 

Chongqing style are poured into the hotel architecture and indoor decoration, which is matching the 
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natural surroundings. Design theme of the resort appearance is architecture style from 1912 to 1949, 

integrated traditional and modern element to create the top experience of harmony of human and 

natural. On the other hand, the feature of traditional stilted building is revealed by application of the 

art building style. Feeling of Indoor decoration is from four seasons, thus, the essence of traditional 

mountainous village is flowing and the Bayu culture has been displayed everywhere. 

The pictures of peony and lotus are being seen everywhere, the former symbolizes noble, 

wealth and fortune, whereas the latter symbolizes happiness. The public area and rooms are all 

decorated with Sichuan embroidery, Sichuan Opera Face and lacquer, performing Chinese 

traditional elegance. 

 

Reencounter Lite-Puter after Hangzhou Banyan Tree 

After Hangzhou Banyan Tree, the brand of Lite-Puter is used by Chongqing Banyan Tree again, 

in which lobby, flowing space and SPA Zone and public area are mainly used. Lite-Puter intelligent 

lighting control system can realize the best lighting effect of hotel in accordance with the perfect 

requirement of illumination from lighting designer and interior designer. Under the control method of 

SC panel, central control and time management, top grade hotel environment can be shown, which 

satisfy control and management as below: 

1. Dimming can be adopted according to illumination environment and effect required by the 

resort. As soon as SC panel is pressed, all lighting channels can be dimmed to the preset 

dimming level. The switch of dimming is soft and gradual so as not to harm to one’s eyes. 

Also, some of the channels are adopted by switch control. 

2. Can centralized control. Realize the effective management of zone lighting; reduce the cost of 

maintenance and energy-efficient. 
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3. Can add astronomical timer module in according to daily sunrise and sunset time to realize 

365-day automatic control. 

4. The emergency module in system can receive emergency signal and execute relevant tasks. 

Location Chongqing 

Place Banyan Tree, Beibei, Chongqing 

Lighting Control Lite-Puter Lighting Control System 
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